
FACE IT
MEET THE TALKBACKERS FACE TO FACE

Social Experiment Reality Format

The internet has given a voice to thousands, perhaps millions of  
anonymous, cowardly trolls. It’s time to lure them from under the 

bridge and make them face the people they have hurt. 



FORMAT STATS 
• Originally aired online in Israel and was an immediate success
• Episodes on Facebook have generated more than 1 million viewers
•  Episodes were covered by main Israeli news reports on commercial TV broadcasters, creating 

such awareness that the episodes were rerun on broadcast television and transmitted to over 
3 million viewers

FORMAT 
•  60 minute episodes (with a possibility to edit down to 30 minute segments)
•  short clips for online consumption
•  brief confrontations and/or in-depth interview style meetings (depending on subject)
•  themed episodes
•  non-celebrity episodes (cases where average people have been deeply affected by trolling)
•  “flip” the format and, where merited, give a known online troll the opportunity to choose which 

celebrity to confront in order to apologize or defend their actions

EPISODE BREAKDOWN
EACH EPISODE IS BROKEN DOWN INTO 6 PARTS.

1 – INTRODUCTION  
The host introduces the celebrity with a short clip to describe his or her history. 

2 – INTERVIEW WITH THE CELEBRITY  
The host interviews the celebrity about their lives and work and how online scrutiny can affect 
their actions, performances, relationships and confidence. The celebrity reveals what they would 
say to an online commenter if they had the chance to meet in person.

3 – REVIEW POSTS AND FIND THE WRITERS / TROLLS  
The Host presents to the celebrity some statistics. These include their online “buzz”; reviews; data 
surrounding online comments and “likes”. The Host reviews with the celebrity how many positive 
vs negative reactions the celebrity generates and what words and searches are associated to 
celebrity’s name.

The show will find 3 people who wrote the most interesting or provocative posts about the 
celebrity. The focus will be on three different areas which generated comments and “trolling”: 
personal, professional and rumors.

4 – INTERVIEWS WITH THE WRITERS  
The show’s producers reach out to the writers of the comments and ask if they want to be on a 
show about the celebrity’s status and social media commenting. They are NOT told that they are 
about to meet the celebrity they have been critiquing or “trolling”. Once the writer(s) agree to be 
part of the show, they meet the Host, who reviews the posts and asks what triggered them.

The celebrity watches a recording of the interview.

5 – FACE TO FACE MEETING  
The Host brings the celebrity to each one of the 3 commenters’ homes. 
There, the celebrity is left at the house without the Host, to ensure the 
most intimate and personal meeting possible. The celebrity confronts 
the writer of the post about his or her comments. The commenter, in 
turn, gets to explain him or herself, apologize (or not) and ask questions 
to the celebrity. The aim, once the tension subsides, is for both the 
celebrity and the writer of the posts to find common ground or, at least, 
each other’s humanity. Sometimes, the meetings go off surprisingly 
without a hitch. Other times, they are explosive. Can the celebrity see 
the “troll” as a person? Can the commenter see the celebrity as real 
and with heart?

6 – CONCLUSION  
The celebrity meets up with the Host after having met with each 
commenter and discusses his or her thoughts, what she/he learned and 
what can be concluded by this experience. 

SYNOPSIS
Famous people from different fields, including musicians, actors, athletes and politicians, confront three different anonymous commenters that have attacked or “trolled” them 
online. FACE IT is a social experiment reality format that puts celebrities in the room with their most vocal online critics, forcing each side to find the humanity in one another. It 
is time for the shield of anonymity to be taken down! Celebrities choose which commenter they would like to confront and the tense encounter is captured on camera. Tempers 
flare, feelings are hurt, arguments are made, yet common ground is discovered. The hope is that in the end, the commenter sees the human being behind the celebrity… and 
the celebrity discovers the truth behind the troll. This prime-time series creates must-see television filled with intense debate, exciting guests, emotional surprises and humor. 
FACE IT provides some of the most exciting, unfiltered and honest television around. 
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